Virtual screening, pharmacokinetics, molecular dynamics and binding free energy analysis for small natural molecules against cyclin-dependent kinase 5 for Alzheimer's disease.
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder and characterized by brain cell death, memory loss and is the most common form of dementia. Although AD has devastating effects, however, drugs which can treat the AD remain limited. The cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (CDK5) has been recognized as being involved in the pathological hyperphosphorylation of tau protein, which leads to the formation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs). We utilized the structure-based virtual screening (SBVS) approach to find the potential inhibitors against HsCDK5. The natural compound subset from the ZINC database (n = 167,741) was retrieved and screened by using SBVS method. From here, we have predicted 297 potent inhibitors. These 297 compounds were evaluated through their pharmacokinetic properties by ADMET (absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination/excretion and toxicity) descriptors. Finally, 17 compounds were selected and used for re-docking. After the refinement by molecular docking and by using drug-likeness analysis, we have identified four potential inhibitors (ZINC85877721, ZINC96114862, ZINC96115616 and ZINC96116231). All these four ligands were employed for 100 ns MDS study. From the root mean square deviation (RMSD), root mean square fluctuation (RMSF), Rg, number of hydrogen bonds, solvent accessible surface area (SASA), principal component analysis (PCA) and binding free energy analysis we have found that out of four inhibitors ZINC85877721 and ZINC96116231 showed good binding free energy of -198.84 and -159.32 kJ.mol-1, respectively, and also good in other structural analyses. Both compounds displayed excellent pharmacological and structural properties to be the drug candidates. Collectively, these findings recommend that two compounds have great potential to be a promising agent against AD to reduce the CDK5 induced hyperphosphorylation and could be considered as therapeutic agents for the AD. Communicated by Ramaswamy H. Sarma.